Lottg alld eolni)licated seltteltces prov(: to b(: a. stumbling block for current systems relying on N[, input. These systenls stand to gaill frolil ntethods that syntacti<:aHy simplily su<:h sentences. ']b simplify a sen= tence, we nee<t an idea of tit(." structure of the sentence, to identify the <:omponents to be separated out. Obviously a parser couhl be used to obtain the complete structure of the sentence. ][owever, hill parsing is slow a+nd i)rone to fa.ilure, especially on <:omph!x sentences. In this l)aper, we consider two alternatives to fu]l parsing which could be use<l for simplification. The tirst al)l)roach uses a Finite State Grammar (FSG) to prodn<:e noun and verb groups while the second uses a Superta.gging model to i)roduce dependency linkages. We discuss the impact of these two input representations on the simplification pro(:ess.
1
Reasons for Text Simplification l,ong and <:oml)licatcd sentences prove to be a stumlJing block for <'urrent systems which rely on natural language input. 'l'lmsc systems stand to gain from metho<ls that preprocess such sentences so as to make them simpler. Consider, for examph;, the following sentence: If coml>lex text can be made simph'x, senten(-es beconae easier to process, both for In:Ograms and humans.
Wc discuss a simplification process which identifies components of a sentence that may be separated out, and transforms each of these into frec-sta,ding simpler sentences. (]learly, some mmnees of meaning from the original text may be lost in the simplification process. Simplitication is theretbre inappropriate for texts (such as legal docunlents) where it is importa.nt not to lose any nuance. I|owew;r, one c.~tl] COilceive of several areas of natural language processing where such simplitication would be of great use. This is especially true in dolnains such as Inachine translation, which commonly have a manual post-processing stage, where semantic and pragmatic repairs may be <'arried out if ne<;essary.
• Parsing: Syntactically <:omplex sentence's arc likely to generate a large number of parses, and may cause parsers to fail altogether. Resolving ambiguities in attachment of constituents is non-trivial. This ambiguii, y is reduced for simpler sentences sin<'e they involve fewer constituents. 'Fhus simpler sentences lead to faster parsing and less parse aml)iguity. Once the i>arses for the simpler sentences are obtained, the subparses can be assembled to form a full parse, or left as is, depending on the application.
• Machine Translation (MT): As in the parsing case, simplification results in simpler scntential structures and reduced ambiguity. As argued in (Chandrasekar, 1994) , this conld lead to improvements in the quality of machine translation.
• Information Retrieval: IR systems usually retrieve large segments of texts of which only a part n]ay bc reh~'wml,. Wit|, simplified texts, it is possible to extract Sl>eCific phrases or simple sentences of relevance in response to queries.
• Summarization: With the overload of information that people face today, it would be very helpful to have text summarization tools that; reduce large bodies of text to the salient minimum. Simplification can be used to weed out irrelevant text with greater precision, and thus aid in summarization.
• Clarity of Text: Assembly/use/maintenance manuals must be clear and simple to follow. Aircraft companies use a Simplified English for maintenance manuals precisely for this reason (Wojcik et M., 1993) . However, it is not easy to create text in such an artificially constrained language. Automatic (or semi-automatic ) simplification could be used to ensure that texts adhere to standards.
We view simplification as a two stage process. The first stage provides a structural representation for a sentence on which the second stage applies a sequence of rules to identify and extract the components that can be simplified. One could use a parser to obtain the complete structure of the sentence. If all the constituents of the sentence along with the dependency relations are given, simplification is straightforward, ttowever, full parsing is slow and prone to failure, especially on complex sentences. To overcome the limitations of full parsers, researchers have adopted FSG based approaches to parsing (Abney, 1994; Hobbs et al., 1992; Grishman, 1995) . These parsers are fast and reasonably robust; they produce sequences of noun and verb groups without any hierarchical structure. Section 3 discusses an FSG based approach to simplification. An alternative approach which is both fast and yields hierarchical structure is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we compare the two approaches, and address some general concerns for the simplification task in Section 6.
The Basics of Simplification
Text simplification uses the f~ct that complex texts typically contains complex syntax, some of which may be particular to specific domain of discourse, such as newswire texts. We assume that the simplification system will process one sentence at a time. Interactions across sentences will not bc considered. Wc also assume that sentences have to be maximally simplified.
2'o simplify sentences, we nced to know where we can split them. We define articulation-points to be those points at which sentences may be logically split. Possible articulation points include the beginnings and ends of phrases, punctuation marks, subordinating and coordinating conjunctions, and relative pronouns. These articulation points are gcneral, and should apply to arbitrary English texts. These may, however, be augmented with domain-specific articulation points. We can use these articulation-points to define a set of rules which map froln given sentence patterns to simpler sentences patterns. These rules are repeatedly applied on each sentence until they do not apply any more. For example, the sentence (3) with a relative clause can be simplified into two sentences (4). 3 FSG based Simplification (Chandrasekar, 1994) discusses an approach that uses a FSG for text simplification as part of a machine aided translation prototype named Vaakya. In this approach, we consider sentences to be composed of sequence of word groups, or chunks. Chunk boundaries are regarded as potential articulation-points. Chunking allows us to define the syntax of a sentence and the structure of simplification rules at a coarser granularity, since we need no longer be concerned with the internal structure of the chunks. In this approach, we first tag each word with its part-of-speech. Chunks are then identified nsing a FSG. Each chunk is a word group consisting of a verb phrase or a noun phrase, with some attached modifiers. The noun phrase recognizer also marks the number (singular/plural) of the phrase. The verb phrase recognizer provides some information on tense, voice and aspect. Chunks identified by this mechanism include phrases such as the extent of Tory ~evolt and have recently bcen finalizcd.
The chunked sentences are then simplified using a set of ordered simplification rules. The orderi~g of the rules is decided manually, to take care of more frequent transformations first, and to avoid unproductive rule interaction. An example rule that simplifies sentences with a relative pronoun is shown in (5). The rule is interpreted as follows. If a sentence starts with a noun phrase (X:tiP), and is followed by a phrase with a relative pronoun, of the ['orm ( , l%elPron Y ,) followed by soIne (Z), where Y and Z are arbitrary sequences of words, then the sentence may be simplified into two sentences, namely the sequence (X) followed by (Z), and (X) followed by (Y). The resulting sen];ences are then recursively simplified, to the extent possible.
The system has been tested on news text, and performs well on certain classes of sentences. See (Chandrasekar and R, amani, 1996) ibr details of quantitative evaluation of the system, including an evaluation of the acceptability of the resulting sentences. A set of news stories, consist, ing of 224 sentences, was simplitied by the prototype system, resulting in 369 simplified sentences.
Ilowever, there are certain weMenesses in this system, caused mostly by the relatively simple mechanisms used to detect phrases and attachmeats. Sentences which include long distance or crossed del)enden('ies, and sentences which have malt|ply stacked appositives are not handled llrOl)erly; nor are sentences with atnbiguous or unch'.ar attachnwnts. Some of these prol)]oms can be handh'd I)y augmenting the ruh' set but what is i'eally require(I is ntorc syntactic firel)ower.
A Dependency-based model
A second a.I)l)roaeh to simplification is to use ri(:her syntactic in[brmation, in terms of both constituency inlbrmation and dependency inf'ormation. We use partial parsing and simple depen-. dency attachment techniques as an alternative to the FSG I)ased simpliiication. This ~no(M (the I)SM) is based on a sinq)le dependency tel)r(> sentation provided l)y I,exicalized Tree. Adjoining (Ira.tmnar (I/FAG) and uses the "SUl>ertaggiug" l;echniques described in (Josh| and Srinivas, 1994). 
SuI)(*xl;agging
Tlte elemmttary trees of LTAG localize dependen-(-ies, including hmg distance dependencies, by requiring that all and only the dependent elements be present within the same tree. As a result of this localization, a lexical item may be (and almost alwws is) associated with more than one eLementary tree, We call these elementary trees supcrlags, since they conttdn more information (such as sul)categorization and agreement information) than standard part-of speech tags. Henc.e, each word is associated with more than one supertag. At the end of a complete l)arse, each word is associated with just one supertag (assuming there is no global ambiguity), and the supertags of all the words in a sentence are combined by sul)stitution and adjunct|on. As in standard part-of-speech disambiguation, we can use local statistical information in the form of N-gram models based on the distribution of snl)ertags ill a LTAG parsed corl)us for disamhiguation. We. use a trigram model to disambiguate tile supcrtags so as to assign one SUl)ertag tbr each word, in a process termed supertagging. '['he trigram model of supcrtagging is very efficient (in linear time) and robust (Josh| and Srinivas, ] 994).
'1'o establish the dependency links among the words of the sentence, we ('xph)it the dei)endency information present in the supertags. Each superl;ag associated with a word allocates slots for the arguments o1' the word. These slots have a polarity value re[lecting their orientation wii;h reSl)ect to the anchor o[' the SUl)ertag. Also asso-('iated with a supertag is a list of internal nodes (hmluding the root node) thai, appear in the supertag. Using I;his information, a simple algorithnt may be used to annotate the sentence with d(,pe.ndency links.
4.3
Simplification with DeI)(mden('y links
Tlte output provide([ by t, he dellendency analyzer not only contains depen(hmcy links annmg words but also in(lical,cs the constituent strncture as cncode(I by snpertags. The constituent information is used to identify whether a supertag contains a clausal constituent and the dependency links are used to identify the span of the clause. Thus, embedded clauses can easily be identified and extracte(t, akmg with their arguments. ])nnctuation can be used to identify constituents such as appositives which can also 1)e sel)arate(I ont. As with the finite-state al)l)roach, the resulting segments may 1)e incomplete as indellt'ndetlt clauses. I[' the segments are to I)e reassembh'd, no further processing need be done on them. l?igm'e 1 shows a rule [br extracting relative ('lauses, in dependency notation. We tits| identify the relative clause tree (Z), and then extract the verb which anchors it along with all of its (tependents. The right hand side shows the two resuiting trees. The gap in the relative clause (Y) need only be tilled if the clauses are not going to bc reconlbined. Examples (6) and (7) show a sentence belbre and after this rule has applied. 
Evaluation
The objective of the evaluation is to examine the advantages of the DSM over the FSG-based model for simplification. In the FSG approach since the input to the simplifier is a set of noun and verb groups, the rules for the simplifier have to identify basic predicate argument relations to ensure that the right chunks remain together in the output. The simplifier in the DSM has access to information about argument structure, which makes it much easier to specify simplification patterns involving complete constituents. Consider exampie 8, q'he FSG-based model fails to recognize the relative clause on the embedded subject the airline in example (8), because Rule 5 looks for matrix subject NPs. On the other hand, the DSM correctly identifies the relative clause using the rule shown in Figure 1 , which holds for relative clauses in all positions.
Other differences are in the areas of modifier attachment and rule generality. In contrast to the /)SM approach, the FSG output does not have all modifiers attached, so the bulk of attachment decisions must be made by the simplification rules. The FSG approach is forced to enumerate all possible variants of the LHS of each simplification rule (eg. Subject versus Object relatives, singular versus plural NPs) whereas in the DSM approach, the rules, encoded in supertags and the associated constituent types, are more general.
Preliminary results using the DSM model are very promising. Using a corpus of newswire data, and only considering relative clause and appositive simplification, we correctly recovered 25 out of 28 relative clauses and i4 of 14 appositives. We generated 1 spurious relative clause and 2 spurious appositives. A version of the FSG model on the same data recovered 17 relative clauses and 3 appositives.
Discussion
Simplification can be used for two general (:lasses of tasks. The first is as a preprocessor to a flfll parser so as to reduce ];he parse ambiguity for the parser. Tile second class of tasks demands that the output of the simplifier be free-standing sentences. Maintaining the coherence of the simplified text raises the fbllowing problems:
• Determining the relative order of the simplified sentences, which impacts the choice of referring expressions to be used and the overall coherence of the text.
• Choosing referring expressions: For instance, when separating relative clauses fi'om the nouns they modify, copying the head noun into the relative clause is simple, but leads to quite awkward sounding texts. IIowever, choosing an appropriate pronoun or choosing between definite and indefinite NPs involves knowledge of complex discourse information.
• Selecting the right tense when creating new sentences presents similar problems.
• No matter how sophisticated the simplification heuristics, the subtleties of meaning intended by the author may be diluted, if not lost altogether. For many computer applications, this disadvantage is outweighed by the advantages of simplification (i.e. gains of speed and/or accuracy), or may be corrected with the use of human l)ost-processiug.
